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Multj~flujd modelling of the outflowing gases which sublimate from cometary nuclei as they approach the 
Sun is necessary for understanding the important physical and chemical processes occurring in this complex 
plasma. Coma chemistry models can be employed to interpret observational data and to ultimately determine 
chemical composition and structure of the nuclear ices and dust. We describe a combined chemical and 
hydrodynamical model [I] in which differential equations for the chemical abundances and the energy balance 
are solved as a function of distance from the cometary nucleus. 
The presence of negative ions (anions) in cometary comac is known from Giotto mass spectrometry of 
I P/Halley. The anions 0, OH, C, CH and CN have been detected, as well as unidentified anions with masses 
22-65 and 85-110 amu [2]. Organic molecular anions such as C4H-- and C6I-r are known to have a significant 
impact on the charge balance of interstellar clouds and circumstellar envelopes and have been shown to act as 
catalysts for the gas-phase synthesis of larger hydrocarbon molecules in the ISM, but their importance in 
cometary comae has not yet been fully explored. We present details of new models for the chemistry of 
cometal), comae that include atomic and molecular anions and calculate the impact of these anions on thecoma 
physics and chemistry afthe coma. 
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